Combining atomic force microscopy and ultrasonic methods allows near-field detection of acoustic signals and thereby otherwise inaccessible nanoscale mechanical characterization. The two predominant variations, ultrasonic force microscopy and atomic force acoustic microscopy, are reviewed in detail. Applications of each to ceramics, polymers, metals, biological materials, and even subsurface structures are discussed, with a particular emphasis on image contrast mechanisms, data analysis, and experimental challenges. Finally, recent advances of these concepts into high-speed surface property mapping are presented, demonstrating 100-fold enhancements in full-frame imaging speeds.
INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) in 1981, a multitude of new SPM variations have been developed to measure a broad range of properties under widely varying conditions (1) . One important class of such SPM-based measurements couples SPM and acoustic methods. Standard ultrasonic techniques, for example, scanning acoustic microscopy (2) , are widely applied in nondestructive testing because of their capabilities for quantitative mechanical measurements and to identify surface and even buried structures. However, the spatial resolution is limited by Abbe's principle to features roughly equivalent to the ultrasonic wavelength. For most solids at typical ultrasonic frequencies (1 GHz down to 1 MHz), the theoretical lower limit on resolution is thus on the order of micrometers to millimeters, respectively (determined on the basis of the velocity of sound propagation in the sample divided by the ultrasonic frequency). Coupling SAM with SPM, however, provides the potential for far-better spatial resolution by detecting acoustic signals in the near field, analogous to the enhancement in spatial resolution achieved with near-field-optical-microscopy methods over traditional far-field optical microscopy. The resulting image contrast is indicative of the mechanical properties of the surface at the nanoscale and is usually acquired simultaneously as standard topographic atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging, as exemplified by the images in Figure 1 . Many variations of such acoustic-SPM combinations have been conceived by the SPM and acoustics communities, but two methods in particular have received the most attention and are thus the focus of this review. These are ultrasonic force microscopy (UFM), originally developed by Kolosov & Yamanaka (3) and Yamanaka et al. (4) , and atomic force acoustic microscopy (AFAM), developed by Rabe & Arnold (5) . Novel recent extensions of these concepts to high-speed scanning by Huey et al. are also discussed. 
BACKGROUND
Before coupled AFM and ultrasonic methods are addressed in detail, a review of contact mechanics and force sensing with AFM tips and cantilevers is crucial, as all ultrasonic-AFM methods developed thus far incorporate tip-sample contact.
Contact Mechanics
Ultrasonic applications of AFM are rooted in the contact mechanics between the AFM tip and the sample surface. Such interactions have been studied for more than a century, and the dominant equation upon which most modern AFM mechanical analyses are based stems from work published by Hertz in the 1890s (Equation 1). The repulsive Hertzian force (F Hertz ) experienced by a sphere indented into a surface is simply proportional to the separation (s, in this case indentation), a radius term (R), and a constant related to the elastic properties of the tip and sample (K) (6) . This presumes purely elastic loading, tip and sample materials that are not viscoelastic, and no adhesion between the tip and sample.
R is actually the reduced radius of curvature, which incorporates the radii of the AFM tip and sample (Equation 2). K is the reduced modulus, depending on the elastic moduli (E ) and Poisson's ratios (ν) of the tip and sample (Equation 3). Although rigorous only for bulk, isotropic materials, anisotropic or surface properties are often simply substituted. Furthermore, although the spherical approximation of the tip shape is generally appropriate for AFM measurements, in some circumstances a flat punch geometry is applicable owing to tip blunting. In this case, the Hertzian force is linear with the indentation.
In reality, adhesion often occurs between two surfaces such that upon contact an attractive force is experienced. This is generally addressed with the more sophisticated DMT or JKRS models, primarily applicable to cases of small or large surface energies (ω), respectively. In the JKRS model (7, 8) , the possibility of indenting and retracting hysteresis is also incorporated to account for the observed behavior whereby after contact the tip remains attached to the surface even for positive separations. More quantitatively, but requiring numerical instead of analytical analyses, the Maugis method describes a great range of experimental conditions (9) . Conveniently, the Maugis model incorporates both DMT and JKRS mechanics, using one primary term (λ), defined in Equation 4 . Lambda itself depends on the reduced radius, adhesion energy, reduced modulus, and equilibrium interatomic separation (ξ 0 ). For vanishingly small λ ( 1), Maugis mechanics mimic the DMT model, appropriate for small radius, small surface energy, and high stiffness contacts. For the opposite Force-versus-tip-sample separation for a Hertz model as well as for various Maugis lambda parameters.
experimental conditions, particularly those incorporating hysteretic approaches and retractions, large λ values (>10) are employed, mimicking the JKRS description. Regardless of the model, however, the behavior upon indentation follows the familiar Hertzian trend; that is, the force experienced by the tip and sample is proportional to the indentation to the 3/2 power.
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Figure 2
presents the force experienced by a spherical tip obeying Maugis mechanics with several representative λ parameters; this force is plotted as a function of tip-sample separation. The origin is fixed as the point of contact, assuming rigid bodies. Positive and negative forces are repulsive and attractive, respectively. For a probe initially indented into a surface (negative separation), the initially repulsive forces are relaxed upon tip withdrawal, transitioning to attractive forces in the event of surface adhesion. The surface and tip may even bulge toward each other so that contact is maintained even though the separation is positive to an extent that depends on experimental conditions. In general, the pull-off separation increases and the pulloff force diminishes as λ increases until approximately 0.94, after which they remain constant. Physically, upon retraction the connecting neck between the tip and sample elongates until the tip abruptly pulls off of the surface and the surface relaxes. This loss of contact occurs once the separation increases sufficiently that the force gradient (dF/ds) approaches infinity, a constraint known as fixed grips. This is assumed to occur instantaneously, after which the probe experiences no force for further separations. The effects of any long-range interactions-including van der Waals, electromagnetic, or capillary forces (resulting from the presence of a water layer between the tip and sample)-can also be superimposed, but these are ignored here for relative simplicity.
When the surface (+ to − separation) is reapproached, a sudden attractive jump to contact may occur in the event of surface adhesion. Once again, this may occur for positive separations if the tip and sample surfaces bulge toward each other. For experimental conditions such that λ < 0.94, contact is reestablished at the same separation as it was lost (there is no adhesion hysteresis). For larger λ values, lesser separations and higher attractive forces are predicted for approaching as opposed to retracting tips (Figure 2) [the exact separation for reattachment is discussed extensively elsewhere (9) ]. These details are crucial to an understanding of ultrasonic-AFM interactions because the shape of the F(s) curve, indeed λ itself, varies depending on the tip and sample mechanical properties, energy of adhesion, and reduced radii of curvature. Furthermore, for λ > 0.94, the act of approaching and retracting a tip and sample is inherently hysteretic owing to different separations for making and losing contact. Each of these points influences ultrasonic and AFM measurements, as discussed below.
Cantilever Force Detection
Forces in AFM are usually transduced by optically detecting any deflection of a cantilever near the end of which the tip is attached. This measured deflection is reasonably assumed to behave as an elastic spring and obey Hooke's law (Equation 5), incorporating the lever spring constant (k c ). In practice, however, the detected deflection is generally measured by reflecting a focused laser or LED beam onto a photodiode (Figure 3) . The equation defining the actual force at the tip (Equation 6) then accounts for the focal point (detector position) along the lever (x), the lever length (L), and the tip position along the lever (x 0 , usually >90% L). This model is appropriate for purely local investigations in which the lever only experiences loads at the tip instead of distributed loads. When long-range loads are applied, though, several corrections should rigorously be included (10) . The most important point here is that the actual force applied at the tip can vary from one measurement to the next, depending on the AFM laser alignment (x), which will influence all quantitative AFM and ultrasonic measurements. Calibration procedures are therefore important whenever a cantilever, or even the detecting laser, is aligned.
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Sketch of a typical cantilever deflection detection scheme. L denotes the lever length, x 0 denotes the distance from tip from base, and a-d signify the independent quadrants of the segmented photodetector.
METHODS
This section discusses a few general details, followed by specifics about actually making and interpreting measurements based on UFM and AFAM.
General
Coupling ultrasonic and AFM methods evidently requires ultrasonic excitations of the sample and/or tip. This is typically achieved by launching longitudinal waves through the thickness of a sample by actuating an attached piezo-transducer. This attachment is generally achieved by direct deposition onto the actuator surface or by applying various glues, gels, or even honey. Through the application of a sinusoidal bias to the actuator, the converse piezoelectric effect causes the actuator to expand and contract, creating traveling waves that cause the sample surface to vibrate with anÅngstrom-scale amplitude. Alternatively, the tip may be excited with an actuator at its base and, owing to its geometry, will act as a waveguide. Broadband or resonant actuators can be employed, although other means of actuation, including electrostatic attraction, direct sample piezoactuation, and pulsed laser-induced thermal excitation, have also been employed.
The hardware necessary for ultrasonic and AFM measurements includes MHzfrequency-bandwidth signal generators, amplifiers, filters, attenuators, mixers, and oscilloscopes. Lock-in amplifiers are also crucial to detecting the subnanometer-scale signals that must be analyzed, especially as the data are superimposed on comparatively noisy scanning cantilever deflection signals. Indeed, ultrasonic AFM methods typically require the detection of periodic ultrasonic signals several orders of JOA: jump-off amplitude (JOA i and JOA d denote increasing or decreasing ultrasonic amplitudes, respectively) magnitude smaller than the aperiodic cantilever deflection that results from simultaneous AFM scanning. Nevertheless, ultrasonic methods employing a variety of commercial cantilevers have been carried out, and measurements have been performed on numerous custom and commercial AFM systems as long as the lever detection signal can be accessed with an appropriate bandwidth. Increasingly available are newer AFM models that incorporate extensive signal access to input/output channels and ever higher detector bandwidths, which usually determines the upper frequency limit for ultrasonic applications in AFM. Cabling should all be coaxial.
Ultrasonic Force Microscopy
UFM relies upon three primary principles: (a) dynamic stiffening of an AFM cantilever for super-resonant periodic excitations, (b) a corresponding periodic indentation of an AFM tip contacting a vibrating sample surface, and (c) a detectable average force experienced by the tip per excitation period that depends sensitively on the mechanics of the tip-sample contact and thereby on the sample properties. This section describes this mechanism and its applications in detail.
Ultrasonic indentations.
To understand a UFM measurement, it is instructive to consider a typical force-separation curve (Figure 4) . Initially, the tip is not scanned and simply contacts a surface with a user-defined repulsive setpoint force (F sp ) and thus a fixed setpoint indentation (s sp ) (point a in Figure 4 ). The ultrasonic actuator to which the sample is attached is then activated with a sinusoidal excitation, causing the sample surface to oscillate with an amplitude of u a at a frequency of ω. If the drive frequency is beyond the lever resonance, however, the lever response is inertially limited, effectively increasing the dynamic lever stiffness. Because the tip cannot follow the surface vibration, the obvious alternative is that the probe instead periodically indents the sample. Of course, a smooth transition between these behaviors is likely, but a simplifying assumption is generally made: The entire amplitude for an ultrasonic actuation of a contacting probe is transferred to the periodic indentation. In other words, the tip remains stationary on the timescale of the ultrasonic excitation such that the surface periodically indents itself on the fixed tip. Because the tip is stationary but the surface is oscillating, the instantaneous force experienced by the probe also oscillates, essentially tracing the force-separation curve between two extremes defined by the ultrasonic amplitude, s sp − u a and s sp + u a (sketched in Figure 4 ). As the lever cannot deflect in response at such high speeds, however, it is more appropriate to consider the average force experienced by the AFM tip during each periodic vibration. This is determined by integrating the instantaneous force over the period and normalizing to the period time (Equation 7).
Of course, the average forces of UFM are transduced to deflection by the AFM cantilever (Equation 5), yielding UFM force spectra as shown in Figure 5 . The astute observer will recognize that these deflection signals imply that the tip displaces from its initial setpoint deflection (d sp ) for increasing excitation amplitudes, causing the indentation itself to shift as well. This has the effect of shifting the center point of the ultrasonic vibration (d a ) toward the origin and hence also changes the range of forces accessed during the ultrasonic actuation. These subtleties are depicted in Figures 4 and 5, which highlight four distinct ultrasonic amplitudes (0, 0.6, 1.2, and 1.8Å). In this manner the tip effectively accelerates out of contact as the amplitude is increased. UFM spectra of cantilever deflection versus ultrasonic excitation, highlighting the same ultrasonic amplitudes as in Figure 4 
Ultrasonic amplitude (Å)
UFM deflection (Å)
Incorporating this detail into Equations 5 and 7 finally provides the most accurate description of the average deflection (d a − d sp ) detected during UFM (Equation 8).
8. For small amplitudes and large repulsive setpoint forces (indentations), the average force is nearly identical to the setpoint value because contact forces generally vary with indentation to the 3 / 2 power. As the amplitude increases, the curvature of the force-versus-indentation response causes the average force to increase subtly. More significant, however, is when the ultrasonic amplitude is increased sufficiently that the tip and sample briefly lose contact once per period. The abrupt repulsive force variation, usually from an attractive load to zero, now substantially increases the average force experienced by the tip during the entire ultrasonic period. This is the practical basis for the contrast mechanism in UFM because the nonlinear change in the average force (deflection) depends sensitively on the shape of the F-s curve (most strongly on when the tip and sample begin to lose contact) and hence on local sample properties.
A problem arises, however, because UFM is performed during contact AFM with the standard force feedback engaged. The AFM hardware and software therefore interpret the increase in force due to ultrasonic actuation as if the tip had encountered a protrusion. Correspondingly, the tip would be pulled away from the surface to restore the initial setpoint force. Fortunately, if the ultrasonic amplitude is modulated at a frequency too fast for the AFM system to correct, but slow enough that enough periods at any given amplitude are applied for reasonable detection, then the UFM signal can be monitored, and the AFM can detect and track topography as usual. Typical UFM modulation signal and corresponding measured cantilever response.
presents a typical modulation waveform (base), with a measured UFM response (top). As predicted, the deflection is at its setpoint value when no ultrasonic actuation is applied, hardly changes as the ultrasonic actuation begins to increase, jumps abruptly once the jump-off amplitude (JOA) is reached, increases linearly for still-greater ultrasonic driving amplitudes, reaches a plateau for a fixed driving amplitude, decreases linearly for decreasing driving amplitudes, and finally returns abruptly to the baseline setpoint value. UFM measurements are typically performed at the same time as topographic scanning, using carrier waves in the MHz regime and modulation frequencies of a few kHz. The primary trick of UFM thus involves using the normal AFM feedback loop for standard topographic imaging while simultaneously defeating this same AFM feedback loop to excite and detect ultrasonic indentations.
Differential UFM. The characteristic ultrasonic amplitude at which the modulated UFM deflection signal increases abruptly is known as the increasing jump-off amplitude ( JOA i ). Because this corresponds to when the initially indented tip and sample begin to lose contact during ultrasonic oscillations, a very simple measurement of contact stiffness is now readily apparent. That is, the initial tip indentation is merely the sum of the JOA i plus the lever deflection just before the jump-off point (d JOA + d sp ). This initial indentation is otherwise impossible to know in AFM, and with it the slope of the measured force versus the measured indentation can be uniquely determined. Differential measurements are usually recorded at multiple setpoint forces (11, 12) , giving the contact stiffness (S) according to Equation 9 . Several such so-called differential UFM studies have been reported, although the complete solution incorporating the last two terms in the denominator of Equation 9 has not been implemented thus far.
UFM spectra analysis. In fact, the JOA is a sensitive function of more than just the initial AFM setpoint indentation. To demonstrate this, calculations were performed following Maugis mechanics to predict the UFM response for a reasonable range of several typical experimental parameters. The parameters included the reduced modulus (equivalently the elastic properties of the sample for a fixed tip type), adhesion energy, reduced radius, AFM setpoint force, and AFM cantilever spring constant. With so many dimensions to consider, five distinct series of calculations were performed by modifying the variables shown in parameter, whereas Figure 9 plots the JOA i with respect to the corresponding Maugis lambda parameter. Figure 9 may reasonably serve as a master curve for UFM contrast, although with some caveats, as discussed below. More generally, Maugis lambda term as a function of various experimental parameters, each independently calculated according to Increasing ultrasonic jump-off amplitude (JOA i ) as a function of Maugis lambda parameters, essentially replotting Figure 8 with a redefined abscissa.
LIA: lock-in amplifier output (specifically the amplitude signal) with respect to individual materials properties as well as the challenges in interpreting these UFM spectra for surfaces on which more than one property varies at a time.
The decrease in the characteristic JOA i with an increase in the sample reduced modulus (K ) is easy to understand because (a) the F-s curve is steep for a stiff material and slowly increases for a compliant sample; (b) for a given setpoint force, the initial indentation is therefore much larger for the compliant material; and thus (c) the ultrasonic amplitude necessary to overcome this indentation, so that the tip and sample lose contact each cycle, is evidently large compared with that required for a stiff F-s curve. Alternatively, the Maugis lambda parameter is inversely proportional to the reduced modulus (Equation 4), so that the JOA i decreases further for stiff materials because the point at which contact is lost in the F-s curve approaches a separation of 0 (the bridging neck is not as extensive).
Increases in the adhesion energy and/or the reduced radius, in contrast, increase the JOA because these variations increase lambda and consequently the separation necessary to lose contact. There is also sensitivity to the initial AFM setpoint force because this increases the initial indentation, albeit weakly for relatively stiff materials. The spring constant remains unimportant at this stage because the contrast is essentially proportional to when a tip and sample lose contact, not how much the lever deflects as a result. This is significant because it implies that the absolute JOA i in UFM spectra is lever independent, allowing quantitative comparisons between measurements performed with different cantilevers, laser alignments, etc.
UFM compliance mapping. Finally, the real advantage of UFM, the ability to map mechanical properties while scanning, incorporates one further complication: realtime signal analysis. This is generally achieved with a lock-in amplifier to sensitively record the amplitude and phase of UFM spectra excited at every pixel. The amplitude detected in this manner (LIA r , where LIA denotes lock-in amplifier output) is loosely proportional to the integral of each UFM spectrum and thus increases strongly for ultrasonic amplitudes beyond the JOA i . For a fixed excitation amplitude during scanning, the smaller the JOA i , the larger the corresponding lock-in amplitude because the integral of the spectra is much larger when the tip loses contact early in each modulation. In other words, using the lock in provides UFM image contrast that is strongest for weak JOA i , essentially a contrast inversion. This is demonstrated in Figure 10 , which presents topography (Figure 10 , left) and UFM LIA r maps (Figure 10 , right) of alumina spheres in a polymer matrix, in which the relatively stiff spheres (small JOA i ) yield bright UFM LIA r contrast as compared with the surrounding compliant matrix (which exhibits a large JOA i ). In the simplest case, strong UFM LIA r signals therefore correspond to increased surface stiffness, as expected from Figure 8 .
This easy interpretation is complicated in two ways. First, because a lock in essentially integrates the UFM spectra, the imaging contrast is now also a function of the magnitude of the lever deflection and the modulation amplitude. This returns sensitivity to the value of the lever spring constant, practically requiring normalization for proper comparison between distinct measurements performed with new cantilevers or even with different laser alignments according to Equation 6 . summarizes this point by presenting the theoretical UFM imaging contrast for the same parameters considered in Figures 7-9 . Figure 9 reveals an even greater challenge: UFM contrast is strictly sensitive to the collective properties of the sample (lambda), not just one parameter such as the reduced modulus. And heterogeneous surfaces are seldom so convenient as to exhibit variations in only one term. As a result, quantifying the properties of one material or another can be a challenge because the LIA r response for each may increase, decrease, or even remain constant depending on whether the modulus, adhesion, and curvature interact constructively or destructively. This is particularly true for UFM, as it is often performed with small contact setpoints on the order of tens of nano-Newtons, minimizing sample and tip damage. Strong UFM LIA r signals thus may alternatively indicate a decrease in the local sample surface energy or in the radius of curvature.
UFM spectra hysteresis. One final point regarding UFM contrast is worth discussing. If the UFM spectra recorded during the decreasing portion of the ultrasonic modulation are compared with the increasing spectra, a hysteresis will always be noticed near the JOA (this is revealed by carefully inspecting Figures 4-6) . Conceptually, this is because once the JOA i is surpassed the lever deflects abruptly, shifting the tip position (d a ). Upon a decrease in the ultrasonic amplitude, this extra shift must be overcome before the tip and sample regain constant contact throughout each ultrasonic period. This jump-on amplitude for decreasing ultrasonic excitations ( JOA d ) is thus always less than the JOA i , nominally by the magnitude of the jump at the JOA i itself. More importantly, beyond this omnipresent UFM hysteresis the exact positions of JOA i and JOA d and the magnitude of the jumps at these amplitudes are sensitive to the sample properties. Figure 12 predicts the hysteresis area as a function of the same experimental parameters shown in Figures 7-10 . Careful analysis of the data also reveals a kink in the responses for the reduced modulus and adhesion energy. This change in behavior corresponds to the onset of hysteresis in the simple contact adhesion, i.e., when the Maugis lambda parameter exceeds 0.94 (cf. Figure 7) , and therefore to an abrupt enhancement in the UFM hysteresis response. Such hysteretic signals have been considered by several authors (13) (14) (15) .
UFM applications.
On the basis of this careful analysis of UFM contrast, there may be concerns about the practicality of using this method. But bear in mind that the above discussions are presented to review all the known complications, whereas actual experimental results will often be sensitive primarily to far fewer (and controllable) details. Accordingly, a wide range of UFM measurements has been reported on polymers (16) (17) (18) , metals (19, 20) , semiconductors (21-23), ceramics (24) (25) (26) (27) , and a variety of nanomaterials (1, (28) (29) (30) . Quantitatively, these studies are generally based on analyzing individual UFM spectra (especially the JOA i and/or the hysteresis area) or differential UFM measurements (essentially comparing JOA i for different setpoint forces). A general caveat for SPM property measurements still holds, though: Any comparisons are best performed in a single experimental session so as to minimize the influence of (possibly) contraindicating parameters such as a changing tip radius, lever spring constant or laser alignment, humidity, sample surface contamination, etc.
Of course, the real power of UFM, as for many SPM variations, is in rapid qualitative surface mapping to identify and quantify the location, shape, size, and overall distribution of heterogeneities. Moreover, coupling the concepts of acoustic microscopy and AFM also allows the possibility for subsurface imaging because of variations in the acoustic impedance and/or scattering off of buried features. Several elegant examples for subsurface voids, phases, cracks, or even multilayer film delamination have already been demonstrated along these lines (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) .
Atomic Force Acoustic Microscopy
Although based on the same concept of coupling acoustic and AFM capabilities, AFAM implements an entirely different contrast mechanism than does UFM. Specifically, whereas UFM employs a modulated ultrasonic excitation amplitude at a frequency away from the lever resonance, AFAM excites the sample (or lever) with a constant amplitude near the contact resonant frequency of the contacting AFM tip/lever. This resonance is a particularly strong and more easily quantified function of the tip-sample mechanical contact stiffness (37-39), providing a ready method for mapping the reduced modulus of a surface. Sketch of an AFAM mechanical model, where k s represents the contact stiffness and L, L * , and L denote the total lever length, distance from the lever base to the tip, and its complement, respectively.
Cantilever dynamics.
A brief discussion of cantilever dynamics is crucial before AFAM contrast can be understood. Cantilevers naturally exhibit a resonant response with strong sensitivity to tip-sample force gradients. The first-mode free resonance (Equation 10) is thus often implemented in ac-AFM imaging modes. Higher-order modes are occasionally employed as well, providing the possibility of enhanced and/or simultaneous multiple signal detection (topography as well as magnetic or electronic imaging) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) .
More important is that when the AFM probe is in strong contact with a surface (Figure 13) , the various resonant frequency modes shift appreciably into the ultrasonic regime. The details are certainly a function of cantilever geometry (48, 49) , which is of course fixed for a given measurement and similar for multiple measurements using similar levers. The crux of AFAM, though, is the far-more-significant sensitivity of these contact resonance frequencies to the contact stiffness with the surface (k s ), again providing contrast related to the shape of the force-separation curve. Figure 14 presents the theoretical amplitude as a function of detection position along a lever, both for contact resonances of the first three vibrational modes and for several cases of contact stiffness, taken from Rabe et al. (50) . Figure 14 is especially significant because it indicates that the contact-resonant-amplitude signal will be strongest at certain positions, depending on the mode. Conversely, a null response can be obtained even during strong ultrasonic excitation and resonance if the AFM detection laser is aligned at a detection node (which is obviously to be avoided).
A seemingly complicated Equation 11 is necessary to describe the frequency for the contact resonance ( f n ), which incorporates seven terms. These include a cantilever term that accounts for lever and tip geometry (c B ); a term related to the position of the tip along the lever (L * , where L is the entire lever length and L = L − L * ); the lever 
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AFAM contact stiffness. Because the contact stiffness (k s ) describes the mechanics at the tip-sample junction, an appropriate mechanical model must be applied to determine the independent sample mechanical properties. If Hertzian mechanics are assumed, for example, the reduced modulus is finally obtained following Equation 12 (51) , in which the reduced terms K and R are as defined above in Equations 2 and 3, respectively. More sophisticated models, such as the Maugis model as demonstrated with UFM, could alternatively be applied, but the relative simplicity of AFAM measurements would correspondingly be lost.
Not unlike for UFM, practically achieving quantitative results of k s with this method is somewhat more complicated. First (in the easiest step), the constant cantilever term (c B ) must be determined according to Equation 13 , on the simple basis of measuring the free-resonant frequencies (f n,free ) of each vibrational mode (n) and the established wavenumber values [k n , where k 1 L = 1.8754, k 2 L = 4.69409, k 3 L = 7.85476, etc. (50) ]. Ultimately, the constant c B should be independent of the wavenumber (n), providing a sanity check for a proper experimental setup.
Next, although the term L * is described with respect to the position of the tip along the lever, this geometrically defined (or microscopically measured) value seldom provides the most accurate AFAM measurements. As a result, an additional calibration whereby L * is numerically determined is generally performed in AFAM.
This requires measuring the contact resonant frequency of at least two, if not more, distinct vibrational modes with otherwise the same experimental conditions (force, sample position, etc.). The contact stiffness (k s ) is then calculated (11) for each mode detected, each as a function of a range of practical L * /L values, where c B , f n , and L have been appropriately substituted. Because k s should be the same for each of these measurements, L * is then determined self-consistently, as indicated in Figure 15 . This method also provides an indication of whether experimental data based on any particular vibrational mode are accurate. In the case of Figure 15 , for example, the use of L * = 0.994 will not produce reliable results for AFAM data acquired on the basis of the second resonant mode but is perfectly appropriate for first-and third-mode data.
For the most quantitative AFAM results, the L * calibration step should be performed on both the sample of interest as well as a standard of similar mechanical properties. Furthermore, multiple recalibrations should also be performed during, and especially after, an AFAM experiment. This is to identify and account for drift and especially any abrupt changes in the L * value, as may occur for changes in the tip shape, sample contamination, etc. In this manner, one can achieve mechanical resolution comparable to traditional macroscopic acoustic measurements as well as nanoindentation measurements, even for very thin films for which nanoindentation can be impractical (52, 53) .
F ir s t re s o n a n c e www.annualreviews.org • AFM and Acoustics: Fast, Quantitative Nanomechanical Mapping Moreover, performing multiple measurements on samples and on standards has an additional benefit for data analysis. In Equation 12 , the sample mechanical properties depend sensitively on the reduced contact radius and the applied force, although these terms are difficult to know with sufficient precision and can change during a measurement. Equation 14 overcomes this limitation; an unknown reduced modulus is determined on the basis of the modulus of the reference standard as well as the contact stiffnesses of the unknown and the reference (both determined from the AFAM-derived contact resonant frequencies). The power m accounts for the tip geometry, equaling 1 for a flat punch and 3/2 for a spherical probe, and practically is usually somewhere in between. Using multiple references with moduli close to (and especially bracketing) that of the sample yields the best results (54) .
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AFAM mechanical measurements are generally performed in a point-by-point mode, gathering contact-resonant-frequency spectra at positions of interest on a sample and then calculating the reduced modulus as described above. Mapping such properties with AFM-like resolution is substantially more difficult and time consuming because of the large number of measurements that must be made (requiring amplitude detection for at least 50 distinct frequencies for 256 × 256 pixels), integration of the necessary external excitation and analysis hardware with the AFM system itself, and synching of each individual measurement with either a scanned or a pixelby-pixel stepping mode. All these tasks must be completed uniformly without drift and without tip degradation over tens of minutes to more than an hour. Still, with some customization, pixel-by-pixel AFAM spectra have been acquired, allowing mapping in as fast as 15 min (55, 56) . Another approach, which avoids pixel-by-pixel synching complications, instead simply integrates contact resonant spectra acquired continuously during scanning. This method, so-called contact acoustic resonance dispersive spectroscopy (CARDS) (D. Shuman & B. Huey, unpublished data), provides spectra of the contact resonance amplitude versus frequency that are representative of the mechanical properties for the entire surface imaged. The peak positions indicate the contact stiffness of the various surface components, whereas the integrated peak areas reveal aerial fractions of each component, analogous to X-ray or energy dispersive spectra.
AFAM compliance mapping. Finally, as with UFM, qualitative AFAM images can be rapidly acquired without requiring the above calibration steps. In this case, the sample or tip is driven ultrasonically but at a fixed frequency near the contact resonance for at least one surface component. Detecting the lever amplitude as a function of position (usually with a lock-in amplifier) thereby provides an AFAM compliance map that highlights a particular surface property or material. The contrast can be superb because the signal is a resonant peak, but there is also an important complication. As Figure 16 demonstrates, the AFAM amplitude for a given excitation frequency, for example ω 0 , is strongest for material B, whereas the contrast is weak for both materials A and C, even though C is evidently the stiffest. This is quite distinct from Contact resonant peaks (ω 0 ) shift with the contact stiffness (K) for three materials (A, B, C) , providing a strong signal for one material (B) and weak contrast for the others (A and C), even though B is more compliant than C and less compliant than A.
UFM compliance maps, which yield contrast that is proportional to the local sample properties according to the generally consistent trends of Figure 10 . To cope with this challenge, either multiple images must be acquired at distinct frequencies or precise contact resonance mapping experiments must be carried out as described above to determine the entire resonant curves for each material (or even for each position). The significance of possibly contraindicating experimental parameters, as discussed for UFM, has not yet been considered for AFAM. AFAM applications. AFAM has been applied in various forms for studies of ceramics (57) (58) (59) , clay (60, 61) , polymers (62) , and piezoelectric materials (thin film and bulk) (47, (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) . As with UFM, measurements have been conducted as a function of depth (68-71) and of humidity (72) . Unlike UFM, though, AFAM is inherently less sensitive to adhesive forces and capillarity because of the comparatively high contact forces necessary for consistent results. These are on the order of several hundred nano-Newtons to a few micro-Newtons, as opposed to UFM, which operates sufficiently down to a few nano-Newtons of force. Such high loads have an obvious drawback in that they often lead to significant tip wear. Conveniently, however, the flat-punch-like geometry of most tips that eventually develops (sometimes even in seconds) is both easier to model mechanically and mechanically more stable (73) (74) (75) .
Other Variations
There are a host of related ultrasonic methods, each with their own advantages and challenges. Two of the earliest are scanning local acceleration microscopy (SLAM) (76) and scanning microdeformation microscopy (SMM) (77) . Scanning tunneling microscopes have even been implemented to detect the near-field acoustic signals HS-SPM: high-speed surface property mapping (78, 79) . There have also been several intriguing efforts to operate at higher frequencies; such approaches generally incorporate heterodyne methods (80, 81) , essentially leveraging the nonlinear tip-sample coupling to generate difference frequency signals that are compatible with the bandwidth of typical lock-in amplifiers. These methods maintain the phase relationship between the driving and detection signals and therefore provide the possibility for time-resolved (and hence depth-dependent) studies.
Moreover, ultrasonic methods are increasingly being employed to detect properties other than just mechanics, such as thermal, electronic, or piezoelectric effects. Significant work recently has been conducted along these lines to study ferroelectric and piezoelectric materials (see, for example, References 10, 47, 67, and 82) . Instead of actuating the sample with a transducer, however, one applies a bias to the AFM tip, which causes the sample beneath the probe to act as a local transducer (the samples are piezoelectric, after all). These methods are therefore extremely sensitive to not only mechanical contrast but the piezoelectric properties of the sample, their distribution, and even domain orientations beneath the probe.
Finally, ultrasonic AFM applications to biological, molecular, and medical studies (83, 84) are a natural direction for future measurements owing to the already pervasive use of ultrasound in these disciplines. As an example, Shekhawat & Dravid (83) demonstrated exceptional contrast for malaria parasites in red blood cells in air. UFM has even been performed in vitro by B. Huey, S. Kasas, & A. Kulik (unpublished data), although this is complicated by the transmission of ultrasound through fluids and therefore by the potential for long-range coupling between the vibrating sample and the entire cantilever (not just the tip). Even so, nanoscale compliance maps have been achieved for fixed nerve cells in solution, as revealed in the right panel of Figure 17 , which includes the corresponding topography in the left panel for comparison.
NEXT STEPS
Ultrasonic applications of AFM are now firmly established as excellent techniques for nanomechanical measurements. Further work is still necessary to standardize the method for more widespread application, however. Particular challenges that remain include the incorporation of humidity and/or viscoelastic properties into the contrast theories, standardized and simple experimental procedures for quantitative results, and especially tip/cantilever optimization. Even more exciting, though, is the possibility to extend the benefits of acoustic methods into new areas of research beyond those already identified above. Two examples are presented in the rest of this section: high-speed surface property mapping (HS-SPM) and four-dimensional scanning probe microscopy (4d-SPM).
HS-SPM
A new advance in AFM builds upon two key aspects of AFAM to allow HS-SPM. First, because the various contact resonances employed for AFAM are at higher frequencies than the free resonances used for traditional AFM (up to an order of magnitude or Huey, images at tip speeds up to nearly 2 cm s −1 were even acquired in this manner, and frame rates of less than a second for nonsquare images were achieved. For a 256 * 32-pixel rectangular image swath, for example, perfectly sufficient for monitoring a particular sample region or process, new images can be obtained in less than 1/3 of a second. There are three caveats to this concept. First, AFM scanners are not designed for such high-speed actuation, particularly the vertical piezo. The effective mass of the zpiezo stack and AFM head is simply too large for most z-scanners to allow fast enough actuation to track a surface at 100 Hz. Additionally, high-frequency resonances may be established in the scanning head at these rates, which interfere with high-speed imaging. As a result, the essential aspect of nearly all modern AFM systemsthe maintenance of a constant interaction force or force gradient during imaging (the setpoint)-cannot be achieved at high speeds with standard AFM systems.
Nevertheless, many early SPM systems and, even today, some high-resolution SPM imaging do operate sufficiently in the constant-height mode whereby the tip is simply rastered in a plane and the resulting interactions are merely recorded as a function of position. For contact AFM operated in this manner, the tip thus experiences higher forces upon encountering a protrusion and experiences lower forces for depressions, with corresponding increases or decreases, respectively, in the instantaneous lever deflection.
For high-speed scanning using contact resonances as implemented here, this necessary variation in force applied to the sample does not necessarily hinder amplitude or phase contrast. This is because the contact resonance, and thus the phase or amplitude detected for a fixed frequency near this resonance, shifts only subtly with applied force as compared with changes due to variations in contact stiffness. Of course, surface damage is possible, but, as long as the spring constant is sufficiently soft that the force variations are minimal, sample damage is limited. Indeed, both commercial and custom levers have been applied during scanning with 30-100-Hz line rates on surfaces ranging from polymers to metals to semiconductors, without significant surface modification. As a result, reasonable images of surface heterogeneities can be acquired at high image rates and high tip scanning speeds.
For example, Figure 18b that they appear bright; in other words, when the tip contacts these protrusions, the amplitude actually increases. This is an important detail, as the tip amplitude is not merely clipped when colliding with the membranes at these high speeds. Imaging at the contact resonance for the substrate would invert the contrast, whereas imaging far from either contact resonance yields little contrast, as expected.
Many commercial AFM systems are not presently designed for such highbandwidth-signal detection or recording. This may be overcome by modifications to existing hardware and software and, in the future, by system redesign as AFM manufacturers introduce new microscope platforms leveraging this notion. Indeed, several systems have already been commercially implemented for moderate improvements in speed (up to 10-Hz line rates). Torsional mode imaging, one such example, also employs a higher-frequency tip-surface interaction, in this case the torsional lever resonance. For substantially higher rate scanning, up to two orders of magnitude faster, a select few, highly specific, custom-designed systems employing specialty probes, actuation, and detection have been implemented, although these primarily target high-resolution applications and thus small (submicron) scan areas (85-98). One commercial system, presently available for larger areas, demonstrates video-rate (30 frames per second) capabilities for scan sizes up to approximately 20 × 20 microns, although only lever deflection is tracked and thus topography is primarily imaged (99, 100) . However, none of these established systems leverage either the inherent speed advantages of contact resonances or the more substantial benefit of acoustic and AFM methods, i.e., local and even subsurface mechanical contrast.
One drawback of HS-SPM is that quantitative results of surface mechanical properties will certainly be hindered by the additional error caused by any force variations during imaging. High-precision measurements can always be performed at slower speeds, though, once regions of interest are identified efficiently with HS-SPM. Practically, simply identifying regions of distinct properties and their spatial distribution is often sufficient in any case, as evidenced by the profound application of intermittentcontact phase imaging in the polymers discipline, despite the tremendous difficulties in accurately relating such images to quantitative surface properties. In this regard, HS-SPM is in some ways a higher-speed version of that very successful technology. HS-SPM may therefore have important implications for the further industrial acceptance and applications of AFM technology, in which speed is a primary limitation and indeed has improved little in the past 20 years.
4D-SPM
The advent of rapid imaging through HS-SPM or similar methods has further allowed nanoscale imaging with an effective fourth dimension (e.g., time, voltage, contact resonant frequency, or position), similar to concepts regularly applied in confocal optical microscopy. This has obvious applications for AFAM: Consecutive images may be acquired at incremental excitation frequencies to efficiently build volumes of data "slices." The data may then be mined in this fourth dimension to obtain contact resonant peak spectra for every point in an image, as sketched in Figure 19 . This has significant advantages over pixel-by-pixel resonant frequency sweeping, including 4d-SPM schematic leveraging consecutive AFAM images with increasing ultrasonic drive frequencies to allow rapid contact resonance mapping by "drilling through" the volume of image slices. higher speed; a corresponding lower sensitivity to thermal drift; simpler implementation; and especially the ability to easily apply already established routines for analyzing confocal imaging slices, such as drift correction, volumetric analysis and visualization, any-dimensional sectioning, and feature tracking.
As an example, 4d-SPM was performed in AFAM mode at the lithographically defined edge of a 120-nm-thick Au thin film on a silicon substrate. A volume of
Figure 20
Contact resonance map (40-nm pixels) extracted from a 4d-SPM volume of 100 distinct AFAM images at the edge of a 120-nm-thick Au film on Si. 100 images, each acquired in less than 30 s and at 1-kHz excitation frequency increments, thereby records the resonant spectra at each pixel with high spatial resolution (each pixel is <40 nm on a side). Figure 20 presents the easily extracted contact resonant frequency for each pixel, identifying the Si and Au with high signal-to-noise resolution. This concept has the additional obvious benefit that it can be coupled with HS-SPM for particularly rapid, and quantitative, surface property analyses.
Of course, imaging simply as a function of position or time is possible as well. High-resolution, large-area imaging becomes practical using simple step-and-repeat schemes. Through the use of either built-in or custom-added lateral actuators, surface property maps can be rapidly collected from adjacent sample regions and eventually stitched together. Imaging a single area as a function of time, in contrast, will allow dynamic processes to be monitored. This is demonstrated by the series of phase images in Figure 21 by R. Nath & B. Huey (unpublished data), which are extracted from Supplemental Video 1 (follow the Supplemental Material link from the Annual Reviews home page at http://www.annualreviews.org). A movie of simultaneously acquired amplitude images is also available online (Supplemental Video 2). Supplemental Video 1 and derived images (Figure 21) display the piezoactuation phase response for developing domains in a ferroelectric thin film (PZT). These images were acquired by applying an AC bias to a conducting AFM tip, which causes the ferroelectric material beneath the probe to piezoactuate in phase for domains oriented in one direction and out of phase for domains oriented in the other direction. In this case HS-SPM was employed as well such that distinct images were acquired at 1.5-s intervals. 4-d AFM thus allowed the nucleation and growth of oriented ferroelectric domains to be visualized with otherwise inaccessible spatial and temporal resolution. Volumes of voltage dependencies can be acquired in the same slice-by-slice manner, for example, to provide rapid, high-resolution maps of piezoelectric hysteresis loops (N. Polomoff & B. Huey, unpublished data). As AFM imaging speeds continue to increase, such novel dynamic measurements will become increasingly feasible.
Figure 21
HS-SPM images revealing ferroelectric domain wall motion, each acquired in just 1.5 s and measuring 1.4 by 1 μm (frames extracted from Supplemental Video 1).
CONCLUSION
Acoustic and AFM methods clearly provide superb mechanical resolution of nanoscale features. Impressive quantitative and numerous qualitative results have been reported with several variations of these methods, particularly UFM and AFAM. In the case of UFM, usually applied with a relatively low contact force (<100 nN), the contrast results from a MHz-range tip-sample indentation modulated to a kHz-range signal for detection. The average force experienced by the probe during this amplitude modulation, the so-called UFM spectra, is sensitive to the shape of the force-indentation-retraction curve, which itself is a function of the surface mechanical properties. AFAM, in contrast, derives its surface stiffness sensitivity from shifts in the resonance of a tip/cantilever in somewhat more rigid contact with a sample (>100 nN). These contact resonances provide a ready numerical method for quantifying the contact stiffness. In either case, additional sensitivity to adhesion energy, tip radius, and lever spring constant has also been reported, unfortunately sometimes as contraindicating factors. Finally, leveraging the concepts of ultrasonic and AFM methods has uniquely allowed the development of high-speed methods such as HS-SPM and 4d-SPM, providing images with mechanical or electromechanical contrast hundreds of times faster than can conventional SPM measurements. This new application of ultrasonic and AFM concepts provides numerous possibilities for novel quantitative measurements, rapid large area scanning, and surface dynamics studies, all with nanoscale resolution.
